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The Agile Manifesto
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Kent Beck, Mike Beedle, Arie van Bennekum, Alistair Cockburn, 
Ward Cunningham, Martin Fowler, James Grenning, Jim Highsmith, 
Andrew Hunt, Ron Jeffries, Jon Kern, Brian Marick,  Robert C. Martin, 

Steve Mellor, Ken Schwaber, Jeff Sutherland, Dave Thomas



The Agile Manifesto 

ü http://agilemanifesto.org

ü Values

ü Principles

ü Cockburn, A. Agile Software Development: The 
Cooperative Game, 2nd Edition.  Addison-Wesley, 2006
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Individuals and interactions over processes and tools

Working software over comprehensive documentation

Customer collaboration over contract negotiation

Responding to change over following a plan
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Agile Manifesto – Doing It

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software 
by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we 
have come to value …”

Exploring the context of this further:

– They were trying to define common ground in their beliefs

– They emphasize that they are practitioners, not merely 
onlookers making rules for others

– They were not inventing practices / techniques but 
uncovering what works

– They expected to continue to evolve their understanding by 
helping & doing
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Agile Manifesto Values

“That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we 
value the items on the left more.”

Exploring this sentence further:

– They don’t suggest items on the right be thrown away

– However, they have found that you’ll do better if you hang 
onto the things on the left rather than those on the right

– People may disagree with these choices; but they hoped the 
manifesto would lead to a constructive conversation

– There is no “opposite” to agile methods, just alternatives, 
phrased according to their own value systems
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Individuals and Interactions

“Individuals and interactions over processes and tools”

Exploring this choice further:

ü It is all about the importance of people and how they 
interact with each other

ü People are not merely roles on an organization chart, they 
are not “plug-replaceable” 

ü The quality of our interactions matter

ü We would rather use an undocumented process with good 
interactions than a documented process with hostile ones
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Working Software

“Working software over comprehensive documentation”

Exploring this choice further:

– The working system is the only thing that tells you what the 
team has built.  Running code is ruthlessly honest

– The act of thinking and creating the documents can be 
useful for team understanding but not checking progress

– Think of the words “just enough”, “barely sufficient” when 
thinking of documentation on agile projects

– Agile teams will create temporary documentation (e.g. 
models on walls) and only turn that into long-lasting 
documentation if and when required
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Customer Collaboration

“Customer collaboration over contract negotiation”

Exploring this choice further:

– The third value explores the relationship between the people 
who want the system and those who are building it

– Collaboration deals with community amicability, joint 
decision-making, rapidity of communication …

– It does not preclude conflict but tries to emphasize that we 
are all needed to build good software

– Contracts are useful; but without collaboration the software 
may not work as needed / intended
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Responding to Change

“Responding to change over following a plan”

Exploring this choice further:

– This value is about adjusting to fast-breaking project changes

– Building a plan is useful; all agile methods plan

– But they provide mechanisms for dealing with changing 
priorities, rather than hanging onto an outdated plan

– Agile emphasizes time-boxing with re-prioritization after (or 
near the end of) the (relatively short) time-box
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Agile Software Processes: Summary
Increase responsiveness of software teams

– Changing requirements
– Strong customer involvement

Reduce overhead to speed up development

Focus on people, collaboration, communication

Deliverable: potentially shippable product functionality

Source-code centric

Low overhead tools

Empowering developers and customers

Time-boxed iterations (1 week – 4 months)

Fast feedback 
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A Brief History of Agile Methods

1990ies 2000s 2010s

XP

Engineering

Scrum

Team 
management

Lean 
software 

development

Enterprise
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Scrum

Scrum, an introduction

Scrum Practices:

– The Scrum Master

– Product Backlogs

– Scrum Teams

– Sprint Planning Meeting

– Sprint

– Daily Scrum Meetings

– Sprint Review

Scrum Values and Contributions
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Scrum

Deliver business value (regularly) with baby 
steps 

Monitor features delivered and adjust plans 
according to the results

Balance allowing the business to change their 
mind and the development team to be able 
to get work done on a stable scope
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Scrum Values

Commitment. Be willing to commit to a goal. 

Focus. Focus all of your efforts and skills on doing what 
you have committed to do.  Don’t worry about anything 
else.

Openness. Everything about the project is visible to 
everyone.

Respect. It is important to respect the different people 
who comprise a team.

Courage. Have the courage to commit, to act, to be 
open and to expect respect.
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Who?
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The Scrum Master

A new management role; typically picked up by Team 
Leader’s and Project Manager’s

Responsible for ensuring the Scrum values, practices and 
rules are implemented and followed

Tracks progress and notices when team members need 
help; and finds ways to help or remove impediments

Personality traits: focused, determined, takes initiative 
and ok with highly visible profile
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Product Owner

The Product Owner controls the Product Backlog:

– Adds, removes items

– Prioritizes items

– Ensures visible to team and larger organisation

– Ensures each item is estimated (by developers)

Expected to be one-person, but (potentially) advised by 
a committee

The role is very visible and demanding but typically very 
rewarding
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Scrum Teams

“A team commits to achieving a Sprint goal.  The team is 
accorded full authority to do whatever it decides is 
necessary to achieve the goal” 
— Schwaber et al, Agile Software Development with Scrum, Prentice-Hall, 2002 (pp 35)

Teams should be 7 ± 2, and self-organizing

Teams are responsible for all analysis, design, coding, 
testing and documentation for the sprint, so teams are 
cross-functional, with no titles or roles

Teams both have the responsibility and authority to 
meet their sprint commitments
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What & 
When?
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Product Backlog

Product Backlog items can come from many sources 
(Sales, Marketing, Engineering, and Customer Support)

Initial Product Backlog only needs to have enough items 
to complete one sprint

But most Product Backlogs start with more detail; often 
with a 2 - 4 week “envisioning” period

Product Backlogs work for non-product software too
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1. Provides scope or functional “wiggle” room

Sprint Planning Meeting
“Customers, users, management, the Product Owner and the 
Scrum Team determine the next Sprint Goal and functionality at 
the Sprint Planning meeting.  The team then devises the 
individual tasks that must be performed to build the product 
increment” 
— Schwaber et al, Agile Software Development with Scrum, 2002 (P47)

Input: Backlog, latest increment of the product and the 
capabilities and past performance of the team

Output: A Sprint Goal1 and a Sprint Backlog

Sprint Goal Template - the actual goal, the method employed 
to reach the goal, and the metrics to determine if the goal has 
been met.
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Example

Sprint Goal:

– A non-developer can create a basic invoice on their 
machine

Sprint Backlog:

– Create basic invoice (no tax etc)

– Generate VAT invoice

– Deploy application to a non-developer Scrum team 
member’s PC

– Set-up automated test environment
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Sprint

“The team works for a fixed period of time called a Sprint” 
— Schwaber et al, Agile Software Development with Scrum, Prentice-Hall, 2002 (pp 50)

Sprint lengths can range from 1 - 6 week periods

Most use 2 or 4 week periods

During the Sprint the Sprint Backlog remains fixed

Sprint includes all analysis, design, coding, testing, 
integration and deployment support
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Daily Scrum Meetings
“Software development is a complex process that 
requires lots of communications.  The Daily Scrum 
meeting is where the team comes to communicate” 
— Schwaber et al, Agile Software Development with Scrum, Prentice-Hall, 2002 (pp 40)

Daily short (15 minute) meetings covering:

– What it has accomplished since the last meeting
– What it is going to do before the next meeting
– What obstacles are in its way

Meeting Aims:

– Same place and same time
– Short and effective
– Not for problem solving
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Benefits of the Daily Scrum Meeting

Focuses people to think about what has to be done in 
the short term 

Creates peer pressure on team members  - who is 
working to accomplish goals 

Surfaces roadblocks quickly 

Encourages managers to not interfere with the project 
team
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Chickens and Pigs

Who is allowed to talk during the standup meetings?

Pigs: Scrum Master, Product Owner, and Dev Team

Chickens: Customers and Executive Management

http://www.implementingscrum.com/2006/09/11/the-classic-story-of-the-pig-and-chicken/

Daily Standup Example: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_R9wQY4G5I
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Sprint Review

“The Sprint Review meeting is a four-hour informational 
meeting.  During this meeting, the team presents to 
management, customers, users and the Product Owner 
the product increment that it has build during the Sprint” 
— Schwaber et al, Agile Software Development with Scrum, Prentice-Hall, 2002 (pp 54)

Customers and the Product Owner want to see to how 
much functionality has been built and whether they like it

Other engineers want to see how the technology was 
used; Management see the progress made

It is also a time to begin to consider ideas for what’s next
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Abnormal Sprint Termination

Sometimes the Scrum Team discovers that it has 
committed to do too much

The Scrum Master meets with the Product Owner and 
Team and collectively agree a realistic Sprint Backlog

Teams typically become better at Sprint planning after 
the 3rd or 4th Sprint

Sometimes management may decide a Sprint should be 
cancelled; given the short time-box this rarely occurs
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Scrum Contributions

Courtesy of Mike Cohn
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Courtesy of Ken Schwaber
and Jim Highsmith

Scrum in a Nutshell
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eXtreme
Programming 

(XP)



eXtreme Programming (XP)
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eXtreme Programming Explained

First Edition XP 1999

An introduction

Values, Principles and 
Practices

Second Edition XP 2004

Contributions
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An Introduction
“XP is the most important movement in our field today.  

I predict that it will be as essential to the present 
generation as the SEI and its Capability Maturity Model 
were to the last”
– Tom DeMarco

Originators: Kent Beck, Ward Cunningham
(Ron Jeffries, Chet Hendrickson and 
Martin Fowler)

Project: C3

Emphasis: Development perspective

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysler_Comprehensive_Compensation_System
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An Introduction

None of the XP practices are wholly new 

Instead, the innovation of this method is turning these 
practices up to extreme levels

– For example, the XP practice of pair programming turns the 
existing practice of code reviews up to an extreme level 

And grouping them together and ensuring they are 
practised as thoroughly as possible 

– For example, collective code ownership is supported by 
“test-first” development
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XP in a Nutshell

Courtesy of Kent BeckPeople: Programmer, Tester, Coach, Tracker, Customer & Big Boss
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Introduction

Bob Charette is the originator of Lean development (a 
software management approach)

Lean development goals: one-third the time, one-third 
the budget, one-third the defect rate

Lean’s origins are from manufacturing (Toyota) 

Current software development project thought leaders 
are David Anderson and Mary and Tom Poppendieck
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Lean Principles

Lean software development is based on ideas from lean 
manufacturing

1. Eliminate Waste (myth: early specification reduces waste)

2. Build Quality In  (myth: the job of testing is to find defects)

3. Create Knowledge (myth: predictions create predictability)

4. Defer Commitment (myth: planning is commitment)

5. Deliver Fast (myth haste makes waste)

6. Respect People (myth: there is one best way)

7. Optimize The Whole (myth: optimize by decomposition)



Lean Principles: Basics

Work converts inputs into outputs

Work is a process 

A process consists of (sub)tasks and hand-offs

Lead time: time between receiving a requirement and 
delivering on it to the customer

Work

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

Lead time
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Lead time

Process lead time = S task times + S wait times

Process time comes from value adding activities 

Value adding = something the customer is willing to pay for

Work

Task 1 Task 2 Task 3

process processprocesswaitwait wait wait
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We Are Having a Party (Game)
Create invitation cards for the party (3 per person):

1. Draw a Happy Face at the top of the page

2. Fold page in two to fit in envelope

3. Write a message in the middle of the page

4. Sign the message at the bottom of the page

5. Place invitation in envelope

6. Place sticker on the front of envelope

Build 3 cards each by completing each step to 
completion (i.e step 1 for all 3 cards) before moving 
onto the next step. 
Time How long it takes. Batch and Queue Method

http://tastycupcakes.org/2009/06/were-having-a-party/
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Push versus Pull Systems

Expected 
demand

Mass 
production

Economies 
of Scale

http://www.lean-manufacturing-inventory.com/pushvspull.aspx

Push – up stream information

Adaptation

Pull – down stream information
On 

Demand 
Production

Customer 
Requirements
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Kanban

Kan = visual and Ban = card

Kanban = signal card à signal demand

Capacity limits work in progress and encourages self-
directed reallocation of resources

Buffer slot empty à fill it

Task 1 Task 3Task 2

Maximum 
Capacity
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We Are Having a Party (Game)
Create invitation cards for the party (3 per person):

1. Draw a Happy Face at the top of the page

2. Fold page in two to fit in envelope

3. Write a message in the middle of the page

4. Sign the message at the bottom of the page

5. Place invitation in envelope

6. Place sticker on the front of envelope

Build 3 cards each complete all steps for one card (i.e. 
steps 1-6 for card 1) before moving onto the next 
card.

Time how long it takes. Single Piece Flow Method.
http://tastycupcakes.org/2009/06/were-having-a-party/
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Flow – The Impact of Batch Size on Cycle Time (1)

1 day per story, batch: 4 story cards

How long for all stories to be delivered?

Work: 4x1day + 4x1day + 4x1day = 12 days

Software Development

Analyze Implement Deploy

Day 1Day 2 Day 4 Day 8 Day 12
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Flow – The Impact of Batch Size on Cycle Time (2)

1 day per story, batch:1 story card

How long for all stories to be delivered?

Work: 4x1day + 4x1day + 4x1day = 12 days

Delivery: 6 days

Software Development

Analyze Implement Deploy

Day 1Day 2Day 3Day 4Day 5Day 6
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We Are Having a Party (Game)
Learning Points:

By taking a smaller set of requirements all the way to 
completion, you get something to the customer faster.

Conversely, if all the requirements are processed at the 
same time, changes later in the cycle become more 
costly.

Single piece flow (round 2) is often faster than batch and 
queue (round 1). Due to the fact that each cross-
functional participant can take ownership of a 
module all the way to completion, reducing overall 
task-switching and hand-offs.

http://tastycupcakes.org/2009/06/were-having-a-party/
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Kanban Boards Versus Scrum Boards

Kanban – steady flow

Scrum – “hard” iterations

Introduction to Kanban in Under 5 Mins:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R8dYLbJiTUE

Kanban Applied to Scrum:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0EIMxyFw9T8
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Reflections

Lean is gaining in popularity, seems to appeal to senior 
managers and technologists

Further Reading:

– Poppendieck, M and Poppendieck, T.  Lean Software 
Development: A ToolKit.  Addison-Wesley, 2003

– Poppendieck, M and Poppendieck, T.  Implementing Lean 
Software Development: From Concept to Cash.  Addison-
Wesley, 2006
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Agile Project Planning
Project Vision à the really big picture

Release Planning à strategic picture

– Chooses a few months worth of user stories/features
– Date and scope
– Can be changed
– Creates product backlog 

Iteration Planning à tactical picture

– Few weeks
– Set of stories prioritized by customer
– Creates sprint backlog
– Define set of tasks for each story
– Task granularity: 1-3 work days à estimation accuracy
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Planning requires …

Understanding project stakeholders

Determining requirements/features/user stories

Prioritizing user stories

Effort estimation

Scheduling tasks into iterations

Effectively communicating goal
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Personas
“Personas are fictional characters created 

to represent the different user types 
within a targeted demographic, 
attitude and/or behavior set that might 
use a site, brand or product in a similar 
way.” Wikipedia

Examples:

– Mike – 35 years, 1 son Tom, coaching 
kids baseball, time pressed

– John – retired grandfather, limited 
computer experience, wants to stay in 
touch with granddaughter and share 
wisdom

– Linda – 28 years university grad, busy 
work life, has to organize meetings for 
her company

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Persona_(user_experience)
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What is a User Story?

A user story is a short paragraph description of a system 
requirement or feature that is:

…understandable to customers and developers, 
testable, valuable to the customer and small 
enough so that the programmers can build half a 
dozen in an iteration.

…A user story is nothing more than an agreement that 
the customer and developers will talk together 
about a feature.  [Beck et al, 2001, p. 45-6]
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User Story

We often use collaborative workshops or story writing 
workshops to create stories on index cards

We typically use goal driven analysis techniques (e.g. 
who uses the system to achieve what) to help 
facilitate these discussions

Estimated by developers:
best case, most likely, worst case

Collect story cards and 
prioritize them
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User Story Template

As a … < role> …
I want … <short description of feature> …
So that … <value or why need functionality> … 

Examples:

– As a cell-phone user I want to be able to make calls

– As a regular traveler I want to be able to use my cell-phone 
when I am located in other countries

– As a regular traveler I want my cell-phone to wake me up at 
a set time so that  I do not need to pack an alarm clock

http://blog.mountaingoatsoftware.com/advantages-of-the-as-a-
user-i-want-user-story-template
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Acceptance Criteria

Another component of a good story is acceptance 
criteria

– Conditions of acceptance

– Knowing when we are done

Example:

– As a regular traveler I want my cell-phone to wake me up at 
a set time so that  I do not need to pack an alarm clock:
ü Verify that I can set the time the alarm will go-off
ü Verify that the alarm will turn the phone on if it’s currently off
ü Verify that I can snooze the alarm
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Acceptance Criteria Template

A common acceptance criteria template used is:

Given … <some initial context (the givens)> …
When … <an event occurs> …
Then … <ensure some outcomes> …

Example:

– Given my cell-phone is switched off
When the time for my alarm is reached
Then turn the cell-phone on and sound the alarm
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An Example

Ref No

Title

Story

Estimate
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The Other Side of Example

Acceptance
Criteria
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Release and Iteration Planning Process 
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Epics, themes, user stories

Epic: Large user story

– Manage oil-well data based 
on geospatial location

Theme: Set of related user 
stories

– Handle oil production data 
per well

Story: Business feature

– Store production data for well
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Big Picture – Release Overview
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Time Boxes
Never slip a date à change scope

Sometimes external deadlines are HARD

Advantages:

– Increased motivation
– Successful delivery keeps developers and customers happy
– Faster feedback
– Creates a constant project heartbeat
– Deadlines create pressure (counters: work fills time available)

Advantages of flexible dates:
– Release only when required scope is completed
– Overly optimistic deadlines are made more realistic
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Upfront Planning: Cost of Change

Cost
of 

change

time

Standard SE

Agile assumption

Slide 69
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Barry Boehm’s Cone of Uncertainty
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Plans Fail

Completion of activity vs feature delivery

– Activities don’t finish early

– Parkinson’s Law: Work expands so as to fill the time available 
for its completion

– Lateness is passed down the schedule: One thing that goes 
wrong is passed on (while all things must go right for early 
start)

– Activities are not 
independent

Multitasking causes further 
delays

Ibid. p. 15Slide 71
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Release vs Iteration Planning

Release Plan Iteration Plan
Planning horizon 3-9 months 1-4 weeks
Items in plan User stories Tasks
Estimated in Story points or ideal 

days
Ideal hours
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Agile Estimation Process

User Story

User Story

Estimate 
size

Derive 
duration

Determine 
schedule
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Agile Estimation Concepts
Story Points or Ideal Days (Gummy Bears, Effort, …) 

– Time (ideal days/hours)
– Complexity / size of task (story points)
– Relative to other tasks

Based on experiences from the past

Example: time to run a mile (me? a cheetah?)

How do I estimate:

• User stories in points
• Tasks in hours

But essentially, agree unit(s) as a team and be consistent
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Ideal Days

How long is a football game?

– 2 x 45min = 90min (ideal time)

– Approx. 1.5-2h (elapsed time)

Elapsed time is influenced by 

– amount of none-development tasks

– estimation accuracy

– available developer time

– experience

– number of concurrent projects

– …
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Story Points vs. Ideal Days

Story points (size)

– Help drive cross-functional behavior

– Estimates do not decay

– Pure size measure

– Often faster

Ideal days (time)

– My ideal days are not your ideal days

– Easier to explain to outsiders

– Easier at first
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Techniques for Estimating

You will NOT be 100% accurate

Diminishing return of more estimation effort

Estimation scale: stay within one order of magnitude

– Epics, Themes, User Stories

Deriving an estimate:

– Expert opinion
– Analogy
– Disaggregation
– Planning poker

“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future”
Niels Bohr
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Splitting User Stories 
Split along the boundaries of the data supported by story

– E.g. Loan summary à List of individual loans à List of loans with error 
handling

Split based on operations performed within a story

– E.g. separate CRUD operations

Remove cross-cutting concerns

– E.g. story without and with security

Separate functional from non-functional requirements

– Make it work, then make it fast

Tracer bullet through all layers with partial story 
functionality
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Velocity

Measures rate of progress of a team

Amount of story points completed in the last iteration

Best guess: “yesterday’s weather” (believe: 70% correct)
next iteration = same as last iteration

Story points (or ideal days) & velocity è duration

– Velocity corrects estimation error
– Accommodates developer optimism
– Overcomes the issue of if story points are measured based on 

pairs or individuals
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Story Points and Velocity
Task effort depends on the current development context 

– developer experience with technology
– “likeness” of task to others
– availability of reusable code

Story points is not well defined. What does 1 story point 
really mean?

– Changing velocities over time à can’t use “old” numbers

Customers sometimes prefer estimates in hours

Velocity maps story points to person-hours available in 
iteration

– blurs development effort for customers. Need open & honest 
communication
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Planning Poker – Estimation Technique
Agree a scale; most teams use the Fibonacci sequence 

(e.g. 0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34, …)

Create a planning poker card deck for each person

Estimate each item:

– Discuss item (so understand enough to estimate)

– Select card to represent your estimate, keep hidden

– Everyone reveals their estimate at the same time

– Agree? (move to next item) 
Disagree? (wide divergence, continue discussion … otherwise 
check if outlier(s) would like to passionately argue their case)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MrIZMuvjTws
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Iteration Planning – Progress Tracking

Are we in trouble at the moment? 
à daily

Will we make our tactical goals? 
à iteration

Will we reach our vision? 
à project overview
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Iteration Tracking Task Board Concept

Backlog Story To do In
progress

To 
validate

Done

… … … … …

Story

Story Task

Task

Task

Task

Task Task

Task

Task

TaskTask
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http://www.mountaingoatsoftware.com/scrum/task-boards

Iteration TrackingIteration Tracking Task Boards
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Project Metrics Tracking

Estimates

Actual time worked on a task 

– Invoicing
– Improve future estimates

Time remaining on task

Project State

Members Mood

#Bugs

#Stories completed

#Acceptance tests defined and 
passing

#Unit tests + #asserts

LOC production + LOC tests

Code Coverage

Software Metrics

Software Visualization
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Burndown Chart - Iteration

Graphical representation of work left to do versus time

Shows total work effort against the amount of work 
delivered per iteration

Plot:

– Y Axis: Work Effort (Hours/Days)

– X Axis: Time (Days/Dates)

Useful for predicting when tasks will be completed

Show trends of work accomplished
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Burndown Chart - Iteration

http://www.infoq.com/articles/agile-kanban-boards

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Burn_down_chart
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Burndown Charts – Jonathan Rasmusson

http://www.agilenutshell.com/episodes/6-burndown-charts

http://www.agilenutshell.com/burndown

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YajHqROVsKo
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Agile for the Classroom - Ideas

1. Running Sprints, not Marathons

2. Learning Squads

3. Gamifying Education

4. The Art of Reflection
– Reflection at the Individual level

– Reflection at the Squad level

– Reflection at the Class level

• https://medium.com/laboratoria/the-agile-
classroom-embracing-an-agile-mindset-in-education-
ae0f19e801f3
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Agile in Education
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https://www.agileineducation.org/



Agile Based Learning
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https://www.opencolleges.edu.au/informed/features/agile-based-
learning-what-is-it-and-how-can-it-change-education/

The values of the Agile Schools Manifesto 
are as follows:
1. Individuals and interactions over processes 

and tools
2. Meaningful learning over the measurement 

of learning
3. Stakeholder collaboration over complex 

negotiation
4. Responding to change over following a 

plan



Agile for the Classroom - Links

https://www.agileclassrooms.com/

http://eduscrum.nl/en/

https://www.agileineducation.org/examples.html

http://agileclassrooms.wikidot.com/

https://www.michaelvizdos.com/scrum-in-school.html

http://www.agileadvice.com/2007/10/12/linkstoagileinfo
/agile-classroom-management/
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Agile Methods Summary

• Agile Manifesto

• Agile Methods

– XP
– Scrum
– Lean & Kanban
– Planning (User Stories, Release Planning, Iteration Planning, 

Estimating, Progress Tracking)

• Agile for Classroom
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